Abstract-This paper presents a practical algorithm for resolving superimposed action potentials encountered during the decomposition of electromyographic signals. The problem is posed as an optimization problem: to align a set of templates with a given waveform to minimize the euclidean distance between them. The algorithm uses a recursive approach to search all possible discrete-time alignments, starting with the most likely ones and stopping once it can be verified that the optimal alignment has been found. Each candidate solution is aligned to finer-than-sampling-interval resolution using interpolation and continuous-time optimization. Both the cases in which the identities of the involved templates are known and not known are considered. Simulations are presented to show that the proposed algorithm is very accurate even for complex superpositions involving three or more similarly shaped templates, destructive interference, and added noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE electromyographic (EMG) signal recorded from a contracting muscle is made up of trains of discrete discharges known as motor-unit action potentials (MUAPs). Each MUAP is generated by a distinct group of muscle fibers, referred to collectively as a motor unit. MUAPs from different motor units tend to have distinct shapes which remain fairly constant from discharge to discharge. The MUAPs can, therefore, be identified and tracked using pattern recognition techniques, a process known as decomposition. The resulting information can be used to diagnose neuromuscular disorders, assess muscle function, and investigate motorneuron physiology.
One widely used method for identifying MUAP discharges is template matching [7] , [9] , [11] - [13] , [17] . In this method, templates are formed for each frequently recurring discharge and then new discharges are classified according to the templates they match most closely. A difficulty arises, however, when two or more discharges overlap in time to produce a superposition that does not match any of the templates. Resolving superpositions, that is, determining the identities of the involved MUAPs and their precise times of occurrence, has been a major stumbling block in EMG decomposition.
The resolution problem can be stated as an optimization problem-namely, that of determining the templates and occurrence times that give the best fit to the superposition waveform. The author is with the Rehabilitation Research and Development Center, VA Palo Alto Health Care System, 3801 Miranda Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA (e-mail: mcgill@roses.stanford.edu).
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In theory, the solution can be found by searching all possible alignments of all possible combinations of templates [10] , [16] . However, this approach is too computationally expensive for practical use. Most proposed methods for resolving superpositions use heuristic approaches to reduce the search space in order to identify the optimal alignment quickly. One simple strategy is sequential recognition, in which the single most-likely template is identified first and then subtracted, or "peeled off," from the superposition waveform to reveal the next template and so on [2] , [4] , [5] , [12] . Other methods consider more than one possible template alignment [3] , [6] , [11] or use neural networks [1] . However, these heuristic methods are not guaranteed to find the optimal solution and they may not perform well in cases involving destructive interference.
A given alignment can also be optimized using continuous-time optimization methods [3] , [14] . Such methods involve interpolation and so have the added advantage of eliminating the time-quantization errors encountered in discrete-time methods. However, since the cost function usually has many local minima, a global search strategy is still necessary in order to ensure finding the global minimum.
This paper presents a practical algorithm for finding the global solution to the resolution problem. The algorithm uses a composite discrete-time and continuous-time approach. A discrete-time method is used to search the entire space of all possible discrete-time alignments. Each candidate alignment is then optimized to finer-than-sampling-interval resolution using interpolation. The algorithm is organized efficiently to try the most likely alignments first and to stop once it can be determined that the globally optimal solution has been found.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A. Notation
The following notation will be used. Sets will be designated by upper-case letters. Finite sets will be represented using curly brackets and their elements will be indexed starting at zero or one as indicated in the text. will denote the set of real numbers and will denote the real interval . will denote the set of integers . Sampled waveforms will be written in vector notation and designated by bold-face, lower-case letters. The elements of a waveform will be indexed starting at zero. Thus, is the vector where each and indicates transpose. Waveform indexes falling outside of are assumed to wrap around, i.e., (1) 0018-9294/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE The inner product of two vectors will be denoted and the norm of a vector will be denoted . The interpolation operator will be denoted by a subscript: , where is a point in time measured in sampling intervals. The interpolation operator returns the value at time of the continuous waveform that interpolates the sample values . It can be implemented using the discrete fourier transform (DFT), as described in the Appendix. Note that is a continuous scalar function of . For an integer argument, the interpolation operator simply picks one element of the vector:
. The circular time-shift operator will be denoted by a superscript (2) where and the indexes are understood to be taken mod . Note that is a vector. For an integer argument, the timeshift operator simply reorders the elements of the vector:
.
B. The Known-Identities Problem
Let us consider first the case in which the identities of the templates involved in the superposition are known a priori. This is an important problem in practice because MUAPs discharge at fairly regular intervals and the identities of the templates can often be inferred from the identities of the other nearby discharges [4] , [10] , [12] . This case will also provide a framework for the case in which the identities are not known.
Let be a given superposition of known templates plus noise (3) where is the th template, is its time of occurrence in units of sampling intervals and is the noise. Both the superposition waveform and the templates are assumed to have been sampled above their Nyquist rate, but not necessarily to have been oversampled. They are also assumed to be suitably zero padded to avoid wrap-around difficulties associated with circular time shifts. Note that the times of occurrence are not restricted to be integers. Given and , the problem is to estimate the occurrence times.
The estimate we will consider is the one that minimizes the squared euclidean distance, or "alignment error," between and the reconstructed waveform. Specifically, we will attempt to find the set of occurrence times such that (4) where is any set of occurrence times and where (5) is the alignment error. Note that the estimates are not restricted to integer values. We will refer to the problem of determining as the "continuous-time, known-identities" (CK) problem.
We will also be interested in finding the optimal discrete-time alignment, that is, the estimate such that (6) We will refer to this as the "discrete-time, known-identities" (DK) problem.
C. The Unknown-Identities Problem
Let us also consider the case in which the identities of the templates involved in the superposition are not known. In this case, the given waveform is the superposition of zero or more templates from a set of known templates (7) where indicates whether the th template is involved or not. The problem in this case is to estimate both and to minimize the alignment error
We will be interested both in the "continuous-time, unknownidentities" (CU) problem and the "discrete-time, unknown-identities" (DU) problem.
D. The Discrete-and Continuous-Time Approaches
The discrete-time problem is essentially a combinatorial one: to find the best alignment out of a large, but finite, set of possibilities. The challenge is to organize the search in an efficient manner so that the best alignment can be recognized quickly.
One drawback of working in discrete time is time-quantization error [14] , [18] . Since the templates can only be aligned to the nearest sampling interval, considerable alignment error can remain even at the optimal discrete-time alignment. Moreover, in some situations the optimal discrete-time solution may not be close to the optimal continuous-time solution.
Time-quantization errors can be reduced in two ways: by oversampling and by interpolation. Oversampling has the drawback that it greatly increases the discrete search space. Interpolation, on the other hand, can be performed efficiently using the DFT [14] and this is the approach we will consider.
Using interpolation, the alignment error can be expressed as a continous function of the continous occurrence times . Multidimensional continuous-time optimization techniques can then be used to minimize this function to finer-than-sampling-interval resolution. The difficulty with this approach is that it can only be used to find a local minimum in the vicinity of a given starting point. Finding the global minimum still requires some sort of global search.
The complementary advantages of the discrete-and continuous-time approaches suggest the composite approach presented in this paper. A global discrete-time search will be used to locate the neighborhood of the optimal solution and interpolation will then be used to locate it more precisely.
III. THE DISCRETE-TIME, KNOWN-IDENTITIES PROBLEM
This section presents an algorithm for finding the best discrete-time alignment when the template identities are known. This algorithm will also provide the basic framework for the unknown-identities and continuous-time algorithms.
Our strategy will be to try the most likely alignments first and to stop once it can be determined that the globally optimal solution has been found. This involves the following three main steps.
1) Choose a likely trial alignment of one or two templates. 2) Find the optimal alignment of all the other templates given this trial alignment. 3) Determine whether any other alignment could do any better.
As we will see, this strategy provides an efficient way to organize the algorithm, since the optimization problem in
Step 2) can be solved by recursion. The best strategy for choosing a trial alignment in Step 1) depends on the nature of the superposition. In cases involving constructive interference, a good trial alignment can be found by choosing a template that has a high cross correlation with the superposition waveform. However, in cases involving destructive interference, the superposition waveform may have less energy than the templates and may not be well correlated with any of them. In this case it would be better to look for trial offsets between pairs of templates to cancel some of their energy.
Both of these situations can be handled in an elegant way by posing the problem in a slightly more general form. Specifically, the problem can be restated as that of finding the alignment of waveforms (the superposition waveform and the negatives of the templates) whose sum (the energy of which equals the alignment error ) has the lowest energy. A trial alignment can be found by choosing a pair waveforms and an offset between them that reduces the energy of the sum. This procedure will automatically choose good trial alignments whether the superposition involves constructive or destructive interference.
Determining whether the globally optimal solution has been found in Step 3) can be accomplished by computing a lower bound on the alignment error over all the alignments that have not yet been tried. If no other alignment could do better than the best one found so far, then it must be optimal and the algorithm can stop. Otherwise, it is necessary to go back to Step 1) and try again.
A. The General Form
The general form of the alignment problem can be stated as follows: Given a set of known signals , find the set of occurrence times which minimizes the alignment error (9) Note that we here explicitly indicate the dependence of on the signal set . The DK problem can be converted to this general form by letting (10) Although equals zero in the DK problem, it will be convenient to allow the algorithm to manipulate in the same way as the other occurrence times. The solution to the DK problem can then be obtained from the solution of the general problem as follows: (11) Note that the general problem does not have a unique solution, since for any . However, all of these solutions map to a single solution of the DK problem.
A key fact that will be used in the algorithm is that the alignment error can be expressed in terms of cross-correlation values (12) where is the cross correlation between and at lag (13) and where the final index of is understood to be taken mod . Equation (12) can be derived by expanding (9) and noting that for any . The array of cross-correlation values only needs to be computed once at the beginning of the algorithm. This can be done efficiently using the fast fourier transform as described in the Appendix. Once these values have been computed, they provide a convenient way for computing the alignment error. They will also be useful for choosing trial alignments and estimating the error bound. Note that gives the energy of signal .
B. Choosing the Trial Alignment
The first step in the algorithm strategy is to choose a trial alignment of two of the signals. Specifically, this involves choosing the triple , where and are the indexes of the two waveforms and is the offset between them.
In order to avoid trying alignments more than once, we will keep track of which alignments have already been tried in the three-dimensional binary array . Its entries will initially be set to one and when an alignment is tried, element will be set to zero. To see which alignments are good candidates for reducing the alignment error, let us rewrite (12) as the sum of the signal energies plus the interaction terms (14) The sum of the signal energies is a fixed positive value that can only be reduced by including interaction terms with large negative values. One way to do this is to pick to be the signal with the largest energy and to be the signal that can cancel the greatest amount of that energy. This can be formalized in the following function.
Function : find such that ; find and such that
The division by is a shorthand notation for indicating that the minimization is restricted to alignments that have not already been tried. We will assume that expressions such as evaluate to if , so that these terms are effectively excluded from the minimization. Here, this prevents retrying alignments that have already been tried.
C. Solving the Constrained Problem
The second step in the strategy is to determine the optimal alignment of all the other signals given the constraint that . This is equivalent to aligning the composite signal and the other signals. Thus, the contstrained problem has one lower dimension than the original problem and it can, therefore, be solved by recursive application of the general algorithm.
Let us refer to the new set of signals as (15) In this set, the composite signal replaces , is eliminated and the signals are renumbered consecutively. The renumbering is accomplished by the and operators, which are defined as follows:
if and otherwise and if and otherwise. The new problem is to find to minimize . The solution of the constrained problem is then given by (16) The cross-correlation values for the new signals will be needed for the recursion. Only those values that involve or are changed and these can be calculated using the formula (17) The entire array of cross-correlation values for the new signals is, thus, given by (18) for , where . Note also that if a particular trial alignment has already been tried in the original problem, then there is no point considering it in the constrained problem. The marker array for the new set of signals can, therefore, be computed as follows: (19) for , where and denotes element-by-element multiplication.
D. The Lower Bound on the Alignment Error
The third step in the strategy involves calculating the lower bound of the alignment error over all the alignments that have not yet been tried. Let us denote the lowest error among all the untried alignments as , where (20) The quotient is again here assumed to evaluate to if so that the minimization is effectively limited to those combinations of for which . To be effective, a lower bound on should be tight, but also quick to compute. One simple lower bound follows from (14): (21) Two additional bounds are presented in the Appendix. One is a true bound like , which guarantees that the algorithm will continue iterating until reaching the globally optimal solution. The other is an approximate bound. It is often tighter than the true bounds and so can speed convergence, but it sometimes overestimates and so does not always guarantee finding the global solution.
The final lower bound is given by the following function. 
E. The DK Algorithm
The complete algorithm for solving the DK problem can now be stated as follows. The function translates between the original variables and those needed for the general function . It also computes the cross-correlation values and initializes the marker array .
The function solves the general problem. It tries different combinations of , choosing them using the function and solving the constrained optimization problem by calling itself recursively. The array keeps track of which alignments are tried. is initially set to , which contains the smallest alignment error encountered so far by the calling program. Thereafter it keeps track of the smallest error encountered during the current call. keeps track of the corresponding occurrence times.
The algorithm continues trying different combinations until the lower bound calculated by the function becomes greater than . At this point, and will either contain the optimal solution of the general problem, or, if there is no solution with an alignment error less than , will contain a null value and will still contain . These values are returned to the calling program.
At the deepest recursion level, corresponds to a single signal which equals the sum of the original signals at their trial alignments. The alignment error is given by the signal energy .
IV. THE DISCRETE-TIME, UNKNOWN-IDENTITIES PROBLEM
The DU problem can be solved using the same recursive approach as the DK problem. In this case though, it will be necessary to consider trial template removals as well as trial alignments.
The DU problem can be restated in the more general form as follows: Given the set of known signals , find the set of occurrence times and the set of indicators to minimize (22) where the relationships between , , , and are as in (10) and (11) and .
A. Choosing the Trial Alignment or Removal
Let us keep track of the removals that have already been tried in the elements of the marker array . These elements will initially be set to one and when removal of signal is tried, will be set to zero. Element will initially be set to zero to prevent removal of the original superposition waveform.
One strategy for deciding whether to try an alignment or a removal will be to check whether a removal would reduce the lower bound on the alignment error. This leads to the following function. Here, and are formed from and by removing the entries corresponding to the th signal. This function chooses a trial removal of template (signaled by returning the same value in and ) if that removal has not been tried already and it would reduce the lower bound on the alignment error. Otherwise, it chooses a trial alignment using the same strategy as in the DK problem.
Function
B. Solving the Constrained Problem
Like trial alignments, trial removals also reduce the dimensionality of the problem by one, so that recursion can be employed in both cases. Let us again refer to the reduced set of signals as . The constrained problem is to find and to minimize . In the case of a trial alignment, the signals are the same as those in the DK problem (15) and so are the formulas for the cross-correlation values (18) and markers (19). The formula for determining from is also the same (16) and a similar formula applies for 
The formulas for and are (27) (28)
C. The Lower Bound on the Alignment Error
For the DU problem, the lower bound must apply over all the yet untried removals as well as all the yet untried alignments. One way to do this is to compute the function for all the possible combinations of the signals , excluding removals of those for which removal has already been tried. This gives the following function.
Function
: determine from the dimensions of ; let such that ; let be the set of all subsets of ; for to the number of elements in : let ; let .
Here, and are obtained from and by only keeping those entries that correspond to the signals whose indexes are included in the set . For example, .
D. The DU Algorithm
The complete algorithm for solving the DU problem is This is very similar to the DK algorithm. The function translates the original variables and initializes the cross-correlation and marker arrays. The function solves the general problem recursively. It tries removals or alignments chosen by until the lower bound becomes greater than the lowest found alignment error. The appropriate formula for , , , and must be used depending on whether a removal or an alignment is being tried. Trial removals are indicated by sets in which .
V. THE CONTINUOUS-TIME, KNOWN-IDENTITIES PROBLEM
This section considers the continuous-time problem. We will concentrate on the known-identities (CK) case. The extension to the unknown-identities (CU) case is straightforward.
Our approach will be to use the main structure of the DK algorithm to search the space of all possible discrete-time alignments. When a likely candidate alignment is found, a continuous-time optimization procedure will be used to "fine-tune" the alignment to finer-than-sampling-interval resolution.
This approach assumes that the optimal continuous-time alignment will be reachable from at least one discrete-time alignment-that is, that there will be at least one discrete-time alignment from which the optimization procedure will converge to the optimal continuous-time alignment. This will usually be the case, due to the limited degree to which signals sampled at their Nyquist rate can vary between sampling points. Computer simulations suggest that situations in which this is not the case are likely to be very rare in practice.
A. Continuous-Time Optimization
The alignment error can be written as a continuous function of the occurrence times using the interpolated cross-correlation vectors as follows: (29) where now . This is a well-behaved function which can be minimized using a modified Newton's method [3] , [8] , [14] . This method can be stated as follows. 
B. The Lower Bound on the Alignment Error
In the CK problem, the lower bound used to verify the optimality of a trial solution must apply to the continuous alignment error (29). Let us denote the lowest error in the vicinity of the untried alignments as , where (30) In general, we can say that (31) where is the discrete-time lower bound (20) and is the largest amount by which the alignment error can vary within a 1/2 sampling-interval neighborhood. A method for estimating is presented in the Appendix. This leads to the following function.
This function assumes that the correction factor has already been calculated and is available as a global variable.
C. The CK Algorithm
The CK algorithm can be stated as follows. The function translates and initializes the variables for the general problem. It also computes the lower-bound correction term and saves it as a global variable. It also saves the original values of and (which are called and ). It calls to solve the general problem. Upon return, it retrieves the optimal continuous-valued occurrence times from the global variable . The function is similar to , except that keeps track of the smallest continuous-time alignment error and the optimality check uses the continuous-time lower-bounding function . At the deepest recursion level, the algorithm recovers the discrete occurrence times of the original templates from the values at the higher recursion levels and uses them as the starting-point for a continuous-time optimization. The best continuous-valued occurrence times found so far are stored in the global variable . The discrete-valued occurrence times are saved in for use in the discrete-time search.
The algorithm for the CU problem can be obtained by modifying the DU algorithm in a similar way.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Simulations were performed to illustrate certain aspects of the algorithms. Four experimentally recorded MUAP spikes with similar amplitudes and shapes were used as templates (Fig. 1) . The spikes were averaged from an EMG signal recorded using a monopolar needle electrode during a moderate voluntary contraction of brachial biceps. The EMG signal was high-pass filtered at 1 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. The templates were 6.4-ms long ( 64), aligned by their downward-pointing peaks.
Superpositions were simulated using (3) or (7) for different numbers of templates ( ). The template occurrence times were chosen randomly from the interval [ 10, 10] sampling intervals, so that the template peaks occurred within 2 ms of one another. The noise process was white Gaussian noise with a standard deviation equal to 0.05 times the mean peak-to-peak template amplitude. Because of the similarity of the templates and the proximity of the occurrence times, the resulting superpositions are typical of difficult superpositions encountered in practice. Some examples are shown in Fig. 1 . Algorithm performance was measured in terms of identification rate and computation time. For the known-identities problem, a correct identification was counted if all the estimated occurrence times were within one sampling interval of the correct times, i.e., if (32)
For the unknown-identities problem, correct identification further required that for all . Computation time was measured by counting the number of recursive calls to solve and the number of calls to optimize.
A. Simulations With Known Identities
The first set of simulations involved the known-identities problem. One hundred superpositions were simulated using (3) for values of from two to four. The and algorithms were tested using the approximate ( ) and true ( ) lower bounds. Modified versions of were also tested in which the number of iterations (i.e., the number of sets evaluated per call) was limited to one or four ( ). The results are shown in Table I . The final row ( ) shows the number of trial alignments that would be needed for an exhaustive search ( ).
The algorithm is representative of the peeling-off approach: it considers only one single trial alignment chosen by the maximum cross-correlation criterion. Although very fast, it was not reliable for superpositions involving more than two templates. Identification performance was improved when four trial alignments per recursion level were considered ( ), but this number was not always sufficient to find the optimal alignment. The algorithm continued trying alignments until the optimality of the solution had been verified. It found the correct alignment (to within 0.5 sampling interval) most of the time, but not always, due to time quantization error. The true lower bound used by tended to be conservative and essentially equal identification performance was achieved with fewer computations using the approximate bound ( ). The continuous-time algorithms ( and ) almost always found the correct alignment (to within 0.1 samling intervals), with computation counts similar to their discrete-time counterparts. Note that only a relatively small number of continuous-time optimizations actually needed to be performed. The correct solution can also always be found by exhaustive search ( ), but this is computationally prohibitive.
B. Simulations With Unknown Identities
The second set of simulations involved the unknown-identities problem. One hundred superpositions were simulated using (7) for different numbers of involved templates out of a total of 4 templates. The and algorithms were tested using the approximate ( ) and true ( ) lower bounds. The results are shown in Table II . All the algorithms required more computations than in the 4 known-identities simulation, regardless of the number of templates involved in the superposition, since all combinations of templates needed to be considered. In fact, the number of computations increased as the number of involved templates decreased. This is because superpositions involving only a few templates were difficult to distinguish from destructive superpositions involving more templates. The continuous-time algorithm had almost perfect identification rates, even using the approximate lower bound.
VII. DISCUSSION
This paper presents a practical algorithm for resolving superimposed waveforms. The algorithm determines the optimal alignment in the sense that it gives the best fit between the sum of the templates and the superposition waveform. It, therefore, provides greater accuracy than many previously proposed methods which do not guarantee the optimal solution.
The algorithm searches the space of all possible alignments using an efficient, recursive approach which finds and verifies the optimal solution quickly, even in cases involving destructive interference. Time-quantization errors are avoided by using interpolation to fine tune the optimal alignment to finer-than-sampling-interval accuracy.
Separate versions of the algorithm are presented for the cases in which the identities of the templates involved in the superposition are known and not known a priori. The unknown-identities problem requires greater computational effort due to the need to consider all possible template combinations. Moreover, the computation count grows exponentially with the number of templates that need to be considered. For this reason, the use of outside information such as discharge histories to identify the templates involved in a superposition should be preferred to the indiscriminant use of the unknown-identities algorithm.
The accuracy of the algorithm depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the similarity or lack of similarity between the templates. Actual MUAPs can also exhibit waveform variability from discharge to discharge which was not considered here, but which will also affect identification performance.
The computation count depends on the SNR, the number of templates and the template similarity. The simulated superpositions depicted in Fig. 1 are difficult cases given the similarity of the templates, the high degree of overlap and the level of noise. Lower computation counts could be expected if the template shapes were more different from one another.
The computation count also depends to a large extent on the the strategies used for picking the trial alignments and estimating the lower bounds. The strategies presented here work fairly well for both constructive and destructive interference. However, it is likely that even better strategies could be devised.
We have been using the algorithm routinely as part of an interactive program for decomposing EMG signals [15] . We frequently decompose signals containing 12-16 active MUAPs, in which superpositions involving three or more MUAPs are common. We have found the algorithm to perform well across a wide variety of superpositions involving similarly shaped templates, complexly shaped (polyphasic) templates and templates with a wide range of amplitudes. The algorithm is implemented in Matlab on a Macintosh G3 computer and typically requires less than one second to resolve a superposition involving five templates.
APPENDIX
A. Calculation of the Interpolation Operator
The interpolation operator can be implemented using the DFT as follows: (33) where FFT is the fast fourier transform of . Note that the frequency index in (33) ranges from to rather than from zero to to prevent aliasing.
The derivatives of needed for computing the gradient and Hessian of the alignment error in the CK problem can be computed as follows:
(34)
B. Calculation of Cross-Correlation Values
The cross-correlation values for two signals and can be computed efficiently using the fast fourier transform as follows:
where FFT , denotes element-wise multiplication and denotes complex conjugation.
C. Additional Lower Bounds for the DK Problem
All the bounds we will consider involve the minimum values of over the untried alignments. Therefore, let us define The second term in this expression is likely to be greater than zero, since for most sets , . The third term equals the correlation of the sum of templates with noise. If the signals and the noise are both zero mean, then the expected value of this term will be zero. Therefore, we can say (44) where by we mean that this inequality is expected to hold for many sets . We, therefore, have (45) During execution of , all three bounds tend to be quite loose at first, since the matrix of values is not necessarily a cross-correlation matrix. The bounds become tighter as the alignments with the largest negative values are tried and removed from the calculations. is often tighter than for small values of (two or three), but is often tighter for larger values. is usually tighter than both, but it sometimes overestimates and so cannot guarantee that the optimal alignment will be found.
D. The Continuous-Time Lower-Bound Correction
The term corrects the discrete-time lower bound on the alignment error by taking into account the amount by which the error can vary between the discrete sampling points.
Let be a local minimum of and let be the discrete alignment with the smallest alignment error within 1 sampling intervals of . We are looking for an upper bound on . Since is a local minimum, can be expanded about to obtain (46) where , and is the Hessian matrix. In general, we expect that and, therefore, that trace (47)
Experience shows that this formula tends to be much too conservative. We have found that the following formula gives satisfactory results:
That is, can be set to 1/4 times the maximum value of the second-order difference of the cross-correlation between any of the original signals.
E. Computing the Optimization Step
The step for Newton's method is given by (49) with being the solution of (50) where is the gradient (51) and is the modified Hessian matrix, which is computed from the actual Hessian using spectral decomposition or modified Cholesky factorization [8] . The actual Hessian is given by (52) for .
F. Practical Considerations
Certain redundancies were ignored in this paper to simplify the didactic presentation. The algorithms can be made more efficient by taking them into account. For one thing, the cross-correlation values are symmetric in that . Therefore, only half of them need to be computed and stored. Also, the values are not needed for . Finally, since the signals are real, the formulas for the interpolation operator and its derivatives can be rewritten to involve only the the DFT coefficients corresponding to the nonnegative frequencies.
